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It’s time for a change in Juneau
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Anchorage, AK 99523

Bob Bell can deliver it
We need bold new leadership in the Senate, and Bob Bell has the passion
and experience to break up the current gridlock in Juneau. Bob Bell is a
proven, pro-family conservative—and that’s why Alaska Family Action
strongly recommends Bob Bell as the best choice for Senate.
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The choice we face: Action vs. Gridlock
Voters could not have a more clear choice between candidates Bob Bell and Hollis French.
Senator French is a leader of the liberal coalition that has turned our State Senate into a “graveyard” for all conservative and
pro-family legislation. Many good bills pass the State House—only to die in the Senate at the hands of liberals like Hollis French.
Bob Bell is a conservative who can actually make a difference in Juneau. On the issues that matter most, Bell offers a refreshing
alternative to the stale, leftist views of Hollis French:

Issue

BOB BELL

Jobs & the Economy

Supports pro-growth, pro-business policies.

Parental Choice in Education

Supports giving parents more choices
for schooling their children.

Protecting Traditional Marriage

Supports protecting current “one man,
one woman” definition of marriage.

Protecting Life

Supports pro-life legislation.

In the Nov. 6 election, let’s end the gridlock in Juneau. We can bring effective,
conservative leadership to state government. Vote Bob Bell for Senate.

HOLLIS FRENCH
Received an “F” Grade from the
Alaska Business Report Card.
Opposed to parental choice. Supported by
liberal teachers’ union that opposes school choice.

Refused to answer Alaska Family Action
questionnaire on this issue.
Opposes pro-life legislation.
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